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Abstract 

The city is a concoction of energy, creativity and experimentation..  and in this 

panorama design stands as the discipline most suited to reading and writing of the 

contemporary multiverse city, giving a significant contribution to the project of urban public 

space. 

The space between the sidewalk and the street could be a place to install customized 

Industrial Design products which could carry out a noble practice for man: a place for 

meeting and sharing. 

Objects and installations that arouse emotions, seek integration and chase 

decompositions, aiming at the overall vision of a unique and distinctive urban layout. 

Minimal small-scale interventions that scattered throughout the entire urban area, 

through a rational logic, can become energetic nuclei, enter that right portion of positivity in 

the neighborhood and in the people who daily inhabit urban space. 
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In order to create a better and livable environment for society, rapid expansion of 

urbanization brings new methods to de-structure existing city lifestyle. Conforming the trend, 

city turns to be not only a study area, but also a specific research field for society and social 

activities, it firmly associate architecture, urban planning, and social science together.   

Each city owns its particular existence, buildings and social spaces with its specific 

color, smelling, and functions, which could influence the impression and feeling for a person 



towards this city. As for the guests and local citizens, the constantly renewal and urban 

polishing makes a significant impact towards urban image improvements and population 

attraction. The city here connects far more than physical spaces, but also a bond for various 

social relationships.  

Gradually evaluating contemporary public spaces presents several new characters: 

porosity, transmissibility, and instantaneity, which reflects the diversification of urban life. A 

space “expressing complex living relationship within urban citizens, orderly intergrowing 

among social function operating, social desire incarnation, and social admiration” (German, 

2017), which adapt for different association in one place at the same time.  

City shall be a sharing platform where strangers could meet with, it also shall be a 

connection point among people, furthermore, it is a pivot between environment and spaces. 

The city is a concoction of energy, creativity and experimentation..  and in this 

panorama design stands as the discipline most suited to reading and writing of the 

contemporary multiverse city, giving a significant contribution to the project of urban public 

space, flexible design is benefit for satisfying physical conditions for social innovation 

development. 

Urban design is a tool, which is necessarily for realizing the balance between local 

nature environment and future architecture environment, it immediately reflect the demand 

what people need for urban transform, helping people own awareness and interests in public 

welfare functions, it also limits the social unfairness, furthermore, introducing various 

sustainable methods, improving and diversified providing connections and transportation 

methods between inner city and outer city, realizing the most effective way by putting up 

solid analysis and solutions for urban construction and environment renovation. 

As for Andrea Branzi (2007), “territory” is not a place characterized  by its buildings, it 

shall be a place measured by people’s feeling, the experience people feels on environment 

quality comes from an emotional result on temporary interpose and settings, the city 

furnitures (small landscape settings) used to be systematic and duplicated products, today it 

gradually consists of diverse products with complicated design,  creating different dynamic 

metropolis and becoming a place meeting various demand for different people. 

Products only with “multi-meaning” and “multi-function” could be able to meet various 

needs(Petrella, De Biase, Tufano, 2007) . A product should be designed under the measure of 



scene and human aspects; it could provide service functions and easily to be used; it should 

be considered to meet all the people’s needs; being a mirror of past and present; more and 

more, making the urban space where the product in have its own meaning and function in 

urban geography. 

Everything that created in human society is born in specific realization possibility and 

creativity, it also rely on the development of people’s metal – psychological model, culture 

structure, knowledge modality, and technology master (Petrella, 2007). 

Urban design can increase people’s experiences, people live in urban public spaces, by 

different languages and fundamental habitats constructing each city’s own characteristics 

(Tufano, 2007). 

 



 

Martha Schwartz - Jacob Javits Convention Center Plaza New York 

Products and installations always influence people’s emotions, leading and 

accompanying people discovering their new lifestyle in urban public life, giving far more 

functions that urban public spaces  have, from functional resolve to reintegrate new urban 

layout. As Jacob Javits plaza designed by Martha Schwartz in New York, which looks like a 

labyrinth,  semi closed circle seats looks like a embroider on the pedestrians. 

Constrict with systematic traditional product being accepted in the past, present 

customers trend to accept those products, which are more familiar and close to them.  



 

Parklet on Elm Street Toronto 

The modalized and multi-functional method as Pio and Tio Toso hold, there are three 

main content: a modalized multi-functional urban furniture system should have dynamic and 

soft lines, it could combine the seats with social communication functions together, and keep 

the elements of afforest and flower boxes. 

“Actually, products are the specific reflection of users’ need, they deliver the constantly 

changing demand by successful design, so as we could catch up with fashion of the 

decades” (Germak, 2008). 

When looking down towards the streets, the benches on the road makes people thinking 

of long carpets, its bottom part which connecting the ground looks like a glider extended 

from the ground, the flashes of the LED light concretized the music. 



 

UNIRE UNITE Urban Movement Design 

The “landmark” productions between urban design and public art, which solemnly 

characteristic is related to its surrounding environment, as the desk designed by Laith Mc 

Gregor and Murray Barker: sculpture made up of concrete and metal allowing people 

remembering the social games played in public places. 

The public facilities on the streets could help us measuring our “city inner spaces”, when 

designing such spaces we should not only follow the traditional urban layout, but also dare to 

have an opening attempt, until we could re-know the plaza and broaden our horizon on the 

element value of urban furniture. 

City is the home to everyone, various detailed design enrich the image of this home. 

Display design, customize design, customized furniture, are the elements that could 



intersperse the specific urban spaces’ characteristics, furthermore, improving people’s living 

condition. Urban furniture was defined with a wide range of meaning, from one subject 

design to its surrounding spaces, from a specific object to overall object, they all could be 

defined as urban furniture. 

The culture content of a city would change along with urban development, the city is the 

outcome of the history, so urban landscape could not be an immutable definition, instead, it 

shall be a final refection of adding uncertainty into fixed ingredient. 

In order to realize society functions, a city must be “a place providing culture 

recognition and memories” , reference: beacon of the city texture (Kevin Lynch, 1960): A 1

church in appearance, a monument, an open plaza, with well-organized benches lining along 

the street, those are all the urban furniture that could make surrounding citizen have 

communications with each other, by those urban furniture they could communicate, get to 

know each other, eliminate loneliness, and have feelings on others’ daily life.  

In 21st century, there are abundant measures and methods that could promote urban 

spaces renewal, as now, outdoor spaces are playing increasingly significant role in people’s 

daily life, this is an international trend, and we often refer to the furniture size according to 

interior design when we design outdoor spaces, we could call it outdoor interior design. From 

an environment, culture, and society aspect, we could find some more interesting examples: 

Agopuntura Urbana, Jaime Lerner use a fiction way created their work: “Eco-acupuncture, 

Chris Ryan”  in Curitiba, Brazil.  

The space between the sidewalk and street could be a space installing industrial design 

products, this could improve people lifestyle: create a place for meet and share.  

By rational logical analysis along with locating and arranged intervention on separated 

small-scare spaces could help a city burst energy as a nuclear bomb. It could inject active 

energy into neighborhood and daily life. In the past decade, this practical way have being an 

effective method for government renewing and constructing borderless city and becoming to 

be a standard. 

The gaps of the city, open spaces, and  borders which defining itself have a fundamental 

impact on realizing community culture and identity slicing, in order to express the experience 

in specific places, keeping those gap spaces are quite important. For Ginoanni Valtolina, it is 
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the “space teller, because space installations simultaneously delivered community identity, 

although the origin are different, but it is another way to create and unify the community and 

local identity, also, it is a link cohering this community and defending inner and outer threats, 

so as to make identity language holding a deeper meaning.”  2

A huge outdoors space, in which people could chatting, drinking, reading, or looking 

after their gardens and fruiters, enjoying the existence of wild animals, each block have its 

own corner, each corner have its own characteristic.  3

On the same awareness dimension, Marco Casagrande from Finland expressed his 

opinion that “urban design shall be a time and progression of development, those experience 

could enrich and evolve both city and human society.” 4

Spread intervention on city structure, which influence could rapidly spread to 

surrounding areas, gathering the people in those empty areas, re-activating economy and 

producing space energy by the time lapse. 

By means of  the method of promoting work in all areas by drawing upon the experience 

gained on key points to renew the city, putting a small core between cities to form a nerve 

center, this would break the common sense of downtown superior to other areas, those 

outdoor designs could wipe the barrier between the cities, making different characteristics of 

each areas and would not dominated by one of them. 

The resistance of urban spaces: each spaces must have its recognized physical structure, 

the executive function of those structure could make active effects towards the territory, it is 

necessary that the identity or daily images, knowledge slicing of space structure could make 

the space unique, only in this way that “non space” holding by Marc Auge would not appear. 

In recent years, it is notable that many government promising improving abandoned or 

unused spaces with citizens, designers, and artists. 

Our living and space influence the opinion and our lifestyles, moreover, our feelings and 

behavioral pattern.  
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It is significant from an aspect of background, physical spaces, the city is a container full 

of history, it could have an active effect on developing society culture, furthermore, being a 

place for culture experience transform. 

Tiny size spaces could be concepted and created by normal people with strong active 

social energy, building a space that could be experienced and shared with, so that people 

could exchange their thoughts and things with each other, creating a space that could 

understand each other, not afraid of being influenced by other cultures( Taylor, 1993). 

 

Parklet La Vague – Unique rest stop in Montreal 

Parklets could be a urban product, temporary installation which helping improve the 

society and urban landscape, or, it could be the reflection of society and environment, smart 

strategy facilities, resting places after destruction vegetation, art work displays, recreating 

comfortable spaces used to be unknown and declined areas in the city. 

From now on, small-scale project using digital technology and eco-sustainable products 

could activate new social practice experiences, share reading books, newspapers, magazines, 

information, and games, strength public structures, and create public welfare for urban 

citizens. 
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